the hostess and with the old woman in the castle teach him to beware sexually alluring females and to reject the manipulative mother-figure; his belief in the magic of the green belt must be replaced by a more solid belief in himself and in his God. *Gawain*, like any good children’s literature, speaks to the most profound of our experiences, yielding deeper insights as one continues to read at different ages. Yet without having a daughter as my incentive for learning about children’s literature, I doubt that I would ever have seen *Gawain* from this perspective.

As I said earlier, I offer here no answer to the original question, “How has your viewpoint been affected by the fact that you write as a woman?” But pondering that question has led me to see traces of a parallel development between my own humanity—my psychological struggles, my transitions through various stages of personal history—and the *loci* of my interests in *Gawain*. I suspect that many of us can find the same tandem relationships between our lives and our teaching/research interests. Perhaps, if we are as honest about this with our students as feels comfortable, we can pass on to them the gift of using literature to help analyze and enhance our lives. As for myself, I wonder what aspect of *Gawain* I’ll be investigating next.
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**WOMEN IN THE VERNACULAR AND THE PERIODIZATION OF MEDIEVAL GERMAN LITERATURE**

The appearance of women in Old High German (OHG) literature is, by traditional accounts, infrequent and sporadic. A fresh look at the approximately ninety extant OHG texts calls for a more differentiated and discerning estimation of the importance of textual references to women in OHG, and, at least in passing here, their relationship to references in Latin texts of the period, while considering subsequent developments in Middle High German (MHG). Recent research on the role of women in the production and dissemination of primarily Latin texts of the period has demonstrated that women did participate actively and productively, as readers and authors, patrons and owners, both inspiring and producing written records. It appears, however, that the data on the role of women in OHG literature available within and surrounding the vernacular texts has largely been ignored. A similar state of affairs was recently attributed to the field of Old English studies, although it appears that more has been done in that area to remedy a lack of interest in female characters and the representation of women by returning to primary literary and historical source materials.
This paper addresses the following issues: (1) Women as characters in vernacular OHG texts, (2) Women as participants in the production and dissemination of OHG. Finally, (3) the roles of women will be traced with reference to traditional descriptions of the OHG and MHG periods. As the available data address these issues to varying degrees, I will approach them as they occur in my discussion of the individual texts. The question to be addressed is whether the commonly accepted OHG and MHG linguistic and literary constellations correspond in any way to the emerging and evolving roles of women as they are recorded in the relatively rarer non-Latin texts.

The essence of feminist medieval studies is seen by Judith M. Bennett as 'considering' and 'remembering' our past. Whether or not the first person plural possessive pronoun our is understood as generic or gender specific, the fact remains that, regarding the history of women in medieval Europe, there is, in spite of an inherent scarcity of reliable documentary evidence, especially in the period up to the year 1000, more than meets the uncritical eye. To translate into post-structuralist terms, we must be able and willing to reread and revise, and ultimately reconstruct the history of women.

Relevant tangential issues include women's access to learning and culture, specifically the roles of women in education, the nature of texts confirmed as or likely to have been written by women, and the various facets of the representation of women in literature, be they biographical, sociological, or historical, or rhetorical. A consideration of these issues with respect to the production of literary texts by and about women leads to a more complete understanding of those texts and the roles women play in and around them. From a methodological point of view, the outlook may appear dim. The relatively few sources, combined with the insight that literature is at best an imperfect reflection of life, might make one hesitant to attempt a stab at 'cultural anthropology.' Historians claim to know about some 1,000 women from the year 1000 to 1500. What story do the far fewer figures we can associate with Old High German (roughly 750-1050) have to tell?

Educated women were active in the German speaking world starting in the early missionary days. Associated with Boniface were two English nuns, Lioba (d. 782) and Walburg (d. 779), with whom he exchanged letters. The nun Hucburc later wrote Walburg's Latin Vita. Within the walls of the over one hundred monasteries for women established in Saxony and Germany by the tenth century, texts were kept, copied, read, sent and received. Women taught, were instructed, and wrote letters. Manuscripts were donated by noblewomen founding and/or entering the convents. In addition, numerous reports of visits and inquiries on the part of women patrons survive.
Among the most productive sources for the roles of medieval women in education are the saints' lives. A recent collection of such *vitae* from the sixth and seventh centuries documents education and vibrant literary activity among women in early medieval Francia: women read and write, teach, sponsor, own, and donate texts. Less than a score of hagiographic sources alone provide records—some of which were authored by women—of women "assiduous in reading" (Aldegund, Abbess of Maubeuge, d. 684), being read to, writing letters to other women (Radegund, Eustadiola, Caesaria II), studying scriptures and other religious texts (Rusticula, Glodesind), teaching women, copying manuscripts.

On a more abstract, pedagogical plane, these saints' lives themselves represented texts to be read, studied, used as models for instruction, admiration, and inspiration. A ninth-century retelling of Aldegund's life sums up the message for the intended audience: "imitate what you have read", whereby the reader is encouraged to picture Aldegund herself "mediating on divine readings". As her more contemporary anonymous seventh-century biographer—perhaps a nun—puts it: "And what she understood from her reading [scriptures] she performed in life." These *vitae*, rich in miracles and other wonders, contain insights into the mindset of women who had access to the written word. It is clear that these texts were intended in part for women, and that it was assumed that they would be read, studied, and meditated upon.

The research of Rosamund McKitterick has revealed the continuation of a firmly established early medieval tradition through the ninth century and beyond. In fact, there are direct connections between nun scribes in Celles (and elsewhere in Northeastern Francia) and their German contemporaries in the area of the Lower Rhine river, in Cologne, supported in part by English nuns involved in missionary activity. A wide array of texts survive which document literary activity among women in Werden, Essen, Würzburg, and elsewhere.

Thus it can be established that throughout the entire OHG period women were engaged in literary activity: reading, writing, sponsoring, owning, donating manuscripts. We now turn to the vernacular evidence within the OHG corpus of texts.

One OHG work, the *Liber evangelorum* of Otfrid of Weißenburg, came about, according to the author's own account, in part due to the efforts of a 'venerable woman, Judith'. This otherwise unknown figure had, like some fellow monks also mentioned by Otfrid, but with special emphasis, requested that a religious vernacular text be composed to replace vain and obscene writings to which unspecified members of the community had been exposed. Otfrid's OHG verse compilation of over 7,000 lines, based on the gospels, is his response to this request. No longer poem exists from the Carolingian period, in any language.
Otfrid's dedicatory letter to Bishop Liutbert of Mainz thus provides evidence of a learned woman in conversation with other members of the monastery (Weißenburg, or Fulda) concerned with the moral well-being of the community in general and in particular with the role of religious and secular literature in the vernacular. We can postulate that other women were exposed to the texts considered to be damaging, and that other women were among the audience Otfrid had in mind while composing the work.

There is, in fact, evidence from the OHG period for both assumptions. Charlemagne proclaimed in a missive addressed to women's monastic communities that so-called *winneleodas*, vernacular 'love songs', were not to be written or sung. As no Latin equivalent is given in the capitulary, we may infer that the recipients were quite familiar with the meaning of the term. The same sentence provides evidence that women in monasteries were writing, singing (and reading) in the vernacular. The genre of the *winneleod* may be the very kind of text Otfrid and his supporters were referring to. As the texts I cite are at least fifty or sixty years apart, we may assume some longevity for this kind of song, or at least for vernacular texts considered to be offensive to the Church and the Court. Charlemagne decreed that unauthorized writings were to be burned, a tradition which unfortunately survived on German soil.

We know from *neums* in the Heidelberg copy of Otfrid's gospel harmony that the text was recited, or sung, in public. Readings at meals were common in monastic communities, and Otfrid's vernacular retelling of the life of Christ, with his commentaries, would certainly have suited any community with members present who might not be able to follow a Latin text as well as they could a German rendition. Otfrid's *Evangelienbuch* is preserved in no less than four manuscripts—one of which was later disassembled—and attests to the relative popularity of Otfrid's work. No other vernacular text survives from the OHG period in more than two copies.

A highly unusual OHG vernacular text allows us to expand further our view of Otfrid's work. Within the same Heidelberg manuscript of the Liber evangelorum we find a scratched gloss entry across the bottom of a page (folio 90r): *Kicila diu scona min filu las, 'Gisela the beautiful read me [i.e. the manuscript and/or the text] a lot.'* This hidden message seems to have been entered, or at least initiated, by a woman, Gisela. Just as the gloss is very difficult to read, so too is its exact meaning elusive. We do not know who Gisela was. Guesses range all along the social strata up to the empress Gisela, who was called 'the beautiful' and who is attested to have borrowed theological writings from the library at St. Gall. The use of the metaphorical talking book suggests a learned hand. Whether 'reading' in this context means private study or recitation in front of a
group is impossible to determine. Both interpretations are plausible. One can easily envision a lector having access to the text to prepare for a public recital.

In any event, this ever-so brief entry attests to a literate woman, probably the hand who scratched the gloss, who read Otfrid's lengthy vernacular text repeatedly, and who wrote at least one sentence in OHG. Perhaps it is not too far-fetched to posit that the hand of the line was familiar with the tradition of the scratched gloss. To my knowledge no work has been done investigating the role of women in gloss transmission.

In sum, Otfrid's Evangelienbuch, a landmark of OHG, has provided a perhaps surprising number of clues and references to women participating in the production and dissemination of ninth-century vernacular literature. We have direct evidence that women read, discussed, wrote, and listened to religious and secular writings in German.

Two or three texts survive which may in fact be representatives of the kind of literature Charlemagne felt compelled to forbid and for which Otfrid's gospel poem was intended as an alternative. One is the so-called St. Gall Ridicule Verse:

Liubene ersazte sine gruz
und kab sine tohter uz.
To cham aber Starzfidere,
prihete iho sine tohter widere.

Liubene set out his brew
and gave his daughter away.
But then Starzfidere came,
brought him his daughter back.27

These two rhyming couplets correspond in content to the Germanic tradition of the father giving his daughter away in a kind of engagement celebration, a festivity not unlike our wedding receptions, under the pretext that should the bride prove to be unacceptable she could be rejected. Reasons for returning the woman include infertility and not being a virgin.28 Whereas the first reason for rejection might take months to become evident, the second case would be determined on the wedding night. It is thought that the poem was recited with the intention of insulting the father. In any event the daughter also ends up a victim, and can only look forward to her father's malice, and maybe even the torment of the entire community.

Supposing for a moment that the poem is the kind of literature Charlemagne deemed worthy of a ban, it becomes a matter of even more fanciful speculation to attempt to explain why members of religious communities might have recited
such doggerel. It could be thought to support those who have decided to forego the perils of matrimony for the blessings of religious servitude through the strategy of a negative example, as it exposes the potential danger of submitting to such a ceremony. Conversely, one who has chosen another path in life could feel a sense of relief. Were one to think this a far-fetched reading of the text, there is a fragmentary vernacular legal text from the eighth century which addresses the very matter: the *Lex Salica*, the Law of the Salisians. Unfortunately, only snippets of the indigenous legal code survive, but one heading does preserve a section: “70: Whoever takes a wife and does not want to keep her.”29 Later renditions of the legal code explain the penalties to be assessed under given circumstances. It is obvious that we are dealing with an issue worthy of mention in the vernacular at a very early stage of German, and we must assume that these mentions reflect the social and legal realities of acquiring a spouse. In case there be any doubt as to the role of the woman in this context, a proverb cited by Notker Labeo of St. Gall (d. 1022) will help clarify the parameters: “You cannot make two sons-in-law with one daughter.”30 That is to say, daughters are seen as negotiable assets with limited potential.

A shorter text from the period between OHG and MHG reads, in translation: “A hart whispered into the ear of a hind, ‘Do you want to, yet, Hind?’”31 The text appears to be a kind of adolescent innuendo common in many cultures, but one also with a literary tradition of assigning sexual roles to animals in an ersatz function for human desires deemed taboo to address directly. Perhaps this kind of a text is more like the ones Charlemagne intended to eliminate from monasteries.

*The Hart and Hind* shows the male in the aggressive role, whereby the female is not even given a voice, and is thus reduced to a passive object of male sexual passion. The use of animal role players implies a stereotypical situation. The close connection between sexual activity and male-female relationships apparent in the *St. Gall Ridicule Verse* is thus repeated in the *Hart and Hind*.

The so-called *Paris Conversation Manual*, a list of useful phrases for a male Romance traveler in German speaking areas, is much more direct, as it provides the vernacular for the question to be put to a woman: “Do you want to screw?”32 Here the genre prescribes no answer for the woman, nor, however, comparable strategies for a woman traveler. The MHG courtly romances contain numerous episodes of men approaching women strangers with no intention of considering the women’s wants. Perhaps more significantly, the OHG corpus relates male/female encounters among travelers, and these arguably very common occurrences became part of the later literary heritage.

One final example demonstrates the popularity of the biased male-female paradigm. One of two macaronic texts preserved in the Cambridge Songs
manuscript, recently edited by Jan M. Ziolkowski, appears to be a love poem in the form of a strophic dialogue between a nun and a young suitor. Whether the nun submits to her interlocutor or returns to her heavenly groom Jesus remains a mystery, in part thanks to the efforts of an earlier reader, who erased much of the poem. It can be assumed that the poem’s content led to the censorship, that a reader sensed a responsibility to protect certain individuals from reading the text. Given the likelihood that a literate audience could be found in a religious community, the topicality of the Cambridge love poem, be it didactic or scatological, becomes obvious. Thus the need for a morally uplifting text such as Otfrid’s vernacular rendition of the gospels.

The topos of male attempting to seduce female, in the Cambridge poem a supposedly virtuous woman, emerges as operative in the scarce OHG canon. Literature must be understood in terms of its content and in terms of its intended usage, and is a reflection on more than one level of the social environment from which it emerged. It permits both direct and indirect insights into a time long gone.

The MHG era of courtly literature abounds with stories (courtly epics) and verses (Minnesang) of women subjected to male suitors. The OHG period contains a few brief but poignant precursors to the later tradition. Any notion of imported Romance material must therefore be supplemented by the insight that the Germans knew literary sexual love even before they were exposed to French courtly novels. I suggest that the history of women in vernacular German reveals constants which transcend traditional boundaries held to be valid by literary critics. Many of the criteria used in periodization are useful and accurate, but a focus on women in the vernacular realigns certain distinctions. A handful of Latin epics span the cultural gap between Old High and Middle High German. As a recent study shows, the women figures in the Latin works largely follow literary and cultural models, making them less than satisfactory sources for insights into historical women—whether we know their names or not—and their roles in literary production. The mythological notions of women deities influencing the lives of mortals, perhaps Indo-Germanic heritage, are preserved in the Merseburger Charms.

To go now beyond the OHG period takes us into an area of some dispute among scholars: the MHG period, with a subdivision known as Early Middle High. The periodization appears to be well founded, as there is a remarkable correlation between the linguistic description, largely based on the loss of distinguishing vowels in case morphemes, and the interruption of the transmission, and presumably, in the production of vernacular texts, roughly from the mid-eleventh to the mid-twelfth centuries. What emerges after circa 1170 is courtly literature, evidenced in both lyric (Minnesang) and prose (Arthurian romance).
For the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, Joachim Bumke has outlined the various roles women played in the literary arena. They were sponsors, poets, copyists, listeners, readers, owners and donors of written literary works. On a more abstract but equally important plane, women were still involved in the foundation of convents, their development, and the education of the young women who participated in the various religious communities. Bumke further demonstrates that, in addition to the continuing roles played by women in religious communities, lay women outside the monastery, especially among nobility, assumed similar roles. For many of these roles precursors can be identified; I have discussed some of the data from the OHG vernacular. It would far surpass the boundaries of this forum to elaborate on the details of the MHG textual evidence. Bumke’s remarks offer a reliable point of departure. Future study can hope to describe in detail the exact nature of the continuities provided by the evidence of women in and around OHG texts.

In addition to valuable comments made in saints’ lives, monastery chronicles, letters, and other perhaps more strictly historical genres, the vernacular literature offers insightful data on the various roles women played in the production and dissemination of OHG and MHG literature. In re-examining the medieval era we find women who participated in the middle ages “as transmitters of information,” “carriers of tradition,” and “preservers of the past.”

I posit a continuity in the roles of women in the production and dissemination of vernacular OHG and MHG literature, a set of constants which, like the history of the language itself, can be assumed, even in the absence of datable documents for certain periods. I have argued that at various levels the vernacular OHG literature itself provides convincing evidence of women engaged in vigorous and meaningful literary activity. The MHG literature which followed and Latin literature of the same period supports these findings. The history of women as it survives on parchment, and later on paper, is told in part—directly and by inference—in the German vernacular medium. The more we comb the extant literature for further clues, the better we will be able to re-tell the history of women in our culture. Paul Oscar Kristeller’s assessment of the field of women’s studies can be applied to early German vernacular writings: “The contribution of women to history, and especially to cultural and intellectual history, is a worthwhile subject that has not yet been adequately studied […]”. New approaches can stimulate interest in texts often overlooked or ignored. The women of the Middle Ages are not as silent as once was supposed.
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PASOLINI'S DECAMERON AND TEACHING THE MIDDLE AGES

Medievalism, in the classroom, is a two-edged sword. When teachers use later art, literature and film to liven up the Middle Ages for our students, we have to wonder, wincing, what misapprehensions we’re planting, what clichés we’re inadvertently reinforcing. Despite these risks, my courses on medieval culture usually do include film versions of works either medieval or medievalizing: The Return of Martin Guerre, Sorceress, Excalibur, The Name of the Rose, the accidentally hilarious First Knight and most often the Decameron. Looking critically at films as readings of their sources helps students to understand the poetics of borrowing, adaptation, and appropriation which governed literary activity in the Middle Ages. Moreover, using films to teach medieval literature adds a metadisciplinary gloss: films dramatize how much modern medievalists shape our discipline by our critical practice.

No longer seen solely as an independent entity requiring objective analysis, the Middle Ages is also an object of study that we construct on the basis of unstated critical and ideological assumptions. Even our most positivist analyses are more truly interpretations: we choose which texts to count and which to discount, which features to address and which to ignore, according to an interpretive and ideological agenda of which we may be only vaguely aware. That the Middle